
Finding Bigfoots Little Brother

1. Adjective

2. Noun(Place)

3. Preposition

4. Interjection

5. Adverb

6. Conjunction

7. Noun(Place)

8. Verb

9. Noun(Animal)

10. Interjection

11. Verb

12. Interjection

13. Article

14. Adjective

15. Preposition

16. Adverb

17. Article

18. Adjective

19. Conjunction

20. Adverb

21. Verb

22. Preposition

23. Conjunction
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24. Article



Finding Bigfoots Little Brother

Once upon a time John went looking for Bigfootâ??s Adjective brother Jack. Some one said he lives in

Noun(place) so John flew there Preposition a purple plane. Interjection your plane is about to

wreck but he Adverb parachuted. You dry off and start looking Conjunction Jack. He finds a

Noun(place) and he think he sees him. He Verb toward it, but instead he loses sight of him and

fined a sticky Noun(animal) Interjection He later found a tent food and his friend Jerry. He

Verb if he wants to help you look for Jack and he saidâ?? Interjection Iâ??ll come with you!â??

The two of them head out in the morning and look for Jack. He soon finds Article Adjective

footprint Preposition your campsite and Adverb takes a picture of it. Then he hears Article

awkward yelling about 2 miles from your tent. He searched the area and found Jack sleeping. He went to get

Jerry and showed him where Jack was. He was in Adjective bed of leaves Conjunction had a freaky

snore. He Adverb woke up and saw the two boys.

Jack asked John and Jerry if he could go somewhere with him. The boys Verb they would go with him

and they all went off to explore. Jack said they can go Preposition a big cave, Conjunction it would

take those 2 hour(s) to get there. They then decided to run quickly to get there sooner. They started to move

toward the cave but quickly encountered a Unicorn. They tamed the unicorn and they all flew toward the cave.

They went to the top of the cave and were trying to take Article picture, but Jack was scared of a bee and

didnâ??t take a picture.
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